We define a technically simple concept of a generalized quadrilateral that yields purely geometrical information concerning distortion under conformal and quasicon- 
In the case of Figure 1 .1 the interior point is fixed and the three boundary points vary. The ratio e(Q~) measures the position of the "middle" boundary point between the two others, relative to the interior point. This leads to a characterization of the boundary functions of K-quasiconformal mappings betwen simply connected domains, which extends the Beurling-Ahlfors characterization [3] for K-quasiconformal mappings between halfplanes. A less precise result is obtained as a corollary: a sense-preserving homeomorphism between the boundaries is the boundary function of a quasiconformal mapping between the interiors if and only if it preserves the relation ~(Qs)-~ oo. The relationship between this result and Rickman's characterization [11] is discussed.
In the case of Figure 1 .2 we obtain an estimate for the harmonic measure ~o(z) (with respect to D) of one of the two fixed boundary arcs. We find in particular that as the distinguished interior point z tends to one of the two fixed boundary points, e0(z) remains bounded away from 0 and 1 (that is, z remains in a "conformal angle" at that boundary point) if and only if ~(Qs) remains bounded away from 0 and oo. We note that a related result in one direction was given by Pommerenke [10, p. 144 ].
In the case of Figure 1 .3 we obtain an estimate for the hyperbolic distance h(Zl, z2) with respect to D. We find in particular that as the two distinguished interior points z 1 and z 2 vary, h(zl, z2)~O if and only if ~(Qs)-~ ~. We note that Hersch [4] considered the extremal lengths of the families of Figures 1.2 and 1.3, and also gave some geometrical estimates in one direction.
In Figure 1 .4 there is one fixed interior point, and there are two variable ones (near the boundary). The family of curves indicated in the figure is the family of simple curves of a generalized quadrilaterali and in this case (1.1) and its analogue with "length" replaced by "diameter" essentially become forms of a result of Lavrentieff [5] concerning a distance between the two variable points.
We also give a sufficient condition that a totally disconnected compact plane set be removable for couformal (and quasicouformal) mappings. Here we use the fact that also the ordinary annulus satisfies (1.1).
The generalized quadrilateral: A topological definition
Under a sense-preserving, prime-end preserving homeomorphism between simply connected plane domains D and D', generalized quadrilaterals on D correspond to generalized quadrilaterals on D'. It will be sufficient therefore (and clearly so) to define generalized quadrilaterals on the unit disc. We say that C separates two points of S U OD provided no BUEB [C] is such that both of these points are in BU. We express the requirement that C have an endpoint on a given open connected subset ~ of OD (which will satisfy $-~cS) by saying that no BUEB [C] contains ~. Now consider a family Qc C, and set ; and we avoid a more specific description by using (Q1). The above discussion was given mainly to explain the property (Q1) and is not complete: another type of separating property covered by (Q1) will also be useful in the applications. An S-homeomorphism is a sense-preserving homeomorphism of/) onto itself that keeps every point of S fixed.
A generalized quadrilateral on D relative to S is a nonempty family Qc C with the following properties:
(Q~) CEQ if CEC and B[C] -<B[ Q];
(Q~) Q is invariant under every S-homeomorphism; and (Qa) no point of S is such that each of its neighorhoods contains a member of Q.
Even without the assumption (Q2), (2 would be invariant under every homeomorphism of /) onto itself keeping every point of S U 0D fixed, because under such a homeo-morphism each B[C] (C E (2) is invariant. The assumption (Q~) essentially says that any open connected subset ~ of 0D, that is required to contain an endpoint of every member of (2, has the property that ~-~c S. The assumption (Q3) says that (2 is nondegenerate.
A con~'ugate family (2* corresponds to each generalized quadrilateral (2: (2"={C*:C'6C, C*N C~=~9 for every C6(2}.
We note that not only does a C6 {2 intersect a given C* 6 (2*, but so do all of its images under S-homeomorphisms, that is, C "crosses" C*. Proo]. We first prove that (2* is nonempty. It is readily seen that C has a member C* with the property that for each U*6 It*] there exists a point of/) every neighborhood of which contains the image of U* under an S-homeomorphism. It follows from (Q~) and (Q3) that C* 6 (2* (assume not). is a simple curve) shows that U' is taken onto a subdomain of U* by some S-homeomorphism. This S-homeomorphism takes C o onto a member of (2 contained in U*, contrary to the assumption U*6[Q*]. Thus C6(2".
It is obvious that (2* is invariant under S-homeomorphisms.
We now prove that no point of S is such that each of its neighborhoods contains a member of (2*. Assume to the contrary that every neighborhood of some point of S contains a member of (2*-Then this point of S must be an endpoint of every member of (2, contrary to the fact that no member of C has an endpoint in S.
Thus (2* is a generalized quadrilateral.
Finally we prove that ((2")*=(2. Clearly (2c ((2")*. To prove the other inclusion, let C*'6((2")*. We prove that B[C**]~<B[ (2] , and thereby obtain the desired conclusion C** 6 (2. Assume to the contrary that for some U** 6 [C**], BU** is not contained in any member of B[ (2] . It follows that U** is not contained in any member of [ (2] , or equivalently, that every C 6 {2 intersects U**. From this we derive the contradictory conclusion that U** contains a member of Q*. To do this we choose a U06 [C ] such that U0U 0DUoC U** and BUo=BU**. For the same reason that Q* is nonempty, there exists a C* E C such that a.Uo=C*=UoUaDU., and such that every C E Q that intersects U 0 also intersects C*. Thus since every C E Q intersects U0, C* E Q*. Since C*c U**, we have the desired contradiction, and the proof of Proposition 1 is complete. Clearly e(Q)e(Q*) = 1, by symmetry.
We note that a generalized quadrilateral is completely determined by its minimal members, a minimal member being one that properly contains no other member. This holds because, as is readily seen, every member contains a minimal member, and because every member of C containing a member of Q is a member of Q, by (Q1). Moreover,/(Q)
is the infimum of the lengths of the rectifiable minimal members of Q. The central result concerning generalized quadrilaterals is the following distortion theorem.
THEOREM 1. There exists M>0 depending only on K such that 1 log e(O) ~< s ~< eMe(Q).
The constant M is independent of D, Q, /, and everything else, except K.
If we replace "length" by "diameter", we get another form of Theorem 1. The diameter d(Q) of a generalized quadrilateral Q is the infimum of the (euclidean) diameters d(C) of its members. It is finite and positive. We set
The modified version reads:
LEMMA 1. Let J be a Jordan curve in the ]inits plane containing no point o/S. (For a point PES N ab, the assumption is that the accessible point of P, if it has one, is not on J.)
There are two assertions: Proof. It follows readily from (Q~) that every member of (2 can be "approximated"
by polygonal members of Q, a polygonal member being one that is a finite union of (finite) rectilinear segments; and for the same reason l(Q) is the infimum of the lengths Of the polygonal members of Q. We let G be a polygonal member of Q such that l(C) <l( Q) + e, where e is a small positive number depending on d(Q) and l(Q*). It follows easily from We shall prove that /(C) 44 ~ l(~Hj), and thereby obtain the desired conclusion: Since/(~X1)< l(aHj)</(Q*), ~X 1 contains no member of Q*. We can require that neither 0Hi nor L contains a point of S (in the sense explained by Lemma 1). Thus by Lemma 1
Suppose contrary to the assertion that l(C) >4 ~ l(~Hj). As is easily seen, H can be chosen so that CO OaH~ is finite. Thus l(C) =Zl(C(~ Hi
(ii), CU ~X 1 contains a C0E (2 that is contained in the closure of one component of the complement of ~X 1. For this member of Q we have
contrary to the choice of C (provided s<l(OHj)). The proof of Lemma 2 is complete. For any given e > 0 we choose a C'E Q' such that l(C') < l(Q')+e.
L v. M M A 3. For any two/unctions h and h' defined on C and satisfying the same inequality
We prove that the area of the set
If U' is a simple curve, this is readily seen by approximating U' with polygonal Jordan arcs (not necessarily in D) and arguing by induction on the number of vertices of the approximating arcs: the term ~I(Q,.)9. accounts for the area of the two half-discs at the ends of the "bent rectangle". Since C' is a finite union of pairwise disjoint simple curves, and since C' is connected, we can now argue by induction on the number of these simple curves. At each stage of this induction, we adjoin a "bent rectangle" and two half-discs.
There is enough overlap of area to account for the area of these half-discs, and consequently Remark, 3.1. For ordinary quadrilaterals and a eonformal / we can have 1 log ~)(Q) = e(Q') for any value of O(Q'). We see this by mapping a radially slit circular annulus onto a rectangle.
Multiply connected domains
We note first that the ordinary annulus, a doubly connected domain D with nondegenerate boundary components, deserves to be called a "generalized quadrilateral". j. ~. MC~m.T.A~ This is because every simple curve lying in D and joining different components of ~b is in one of the two conjugate families. These families consist of the simple curves separating and joining, respectively, the components of a~, and either family can be Q. If we instead define C as before (with S=O) and consider the larger subfamilies of C separating and joining, respectively, the components of ab, then the effect is the same, because the minimal members of these larger families are just the simple curves. It is readily seen that all results of Section 3 hold for the ordinary annulus.
On general/initely connected domains we consider certain/amilies Q, establish the main inequality For example, we could let S consist of two points of D, let Q be the family of all C E C having an endpoint on ~b and separating the points of S, and let Q* be the family of all Jordan curves lying in D and separating both points of S from a/).
The boundary function of a K-quasiconformal mapping
Let D be a simply connected domain in the finite plane, which is not the whole plane, 
THEORE]~. Let q~ be the boundary/unction o[ a K-quaslconjormal homeomorphism ] o[D onto another plane domain D' with ](zo) = z~. Then/or some M > 0 depending only on K,
e(P;, P~, P;, z~) ~<exp (Mq(P1, P~, Pa, Zo))
/or every pair of triples corresponding under q~ (P~ =q)(P~)).
Conversely and all these interior domains has the property that each component of its relative boundary is a simple curve, and one of these components, which we denote by C8, separates z 0 and ft. If C~ has an endpoint on a, then C~E Q. Otherwise there exists We show that ~* is the family of all G E C having an endpoint on fl and separating z 0 and ~, and thus that Q is "geometrically symmetrical". Clearly every member of Q* has an endpoint on fl and separates z 0 and ~ (suppose not). To prove the other inclusion, we note that every member of C having an endpoint on fl and separating z 0 and ~ intersects every minimal member of ~ and is therefore in ~* (every member of (2 contains a minimal member).
The families Qs and Qs* used to define ~(P1, P2, P3, z0) are the families of simple members of Q and Q* respectively, and the minimal members of Q and (2* determine ~(Q). Thus since every rectifiable minimal member CEQ can be "approximated" by a C, E Q8 so that l(C)<~l(C,)<~21(C), and since the analogous statement holds for (2*, the first assertion of the theorem now follows from Theorem 1. [3] to prove the sufficiency. This characterization with the ordinary quadrilaterals is very closely related to Ricklnan's characterization [11] , which is however not in this convenient form. Pros/. Define a generalized quadrilateral Q on D relative to S= {zl, z2} to be the family of all C E C having an endpoint on ab and separating z 1 and z 2. The minimal members of Q are suggested by the solid curves in Figure 6 .2. Clearly every member of Q* separates both z 1 and z 2 from ab. On the other hand, every member of C separating both z 1 and z 2 from a/) intersects every minimal member of Q and is therefore in Q*. Thus Q* is the family of all CEC separating both zl and z 2 from aD. The minimal members of (2* are suggested by the dotted curves in Figure 6 .2. The families Q, and (2* are the families of simple members of Q and Q* respectively. Thus since every rectifiable minimal CEQ can be "approximated" by a C, EQ8 so that l(C)<l(C,)~<2I(C), and since the analogous statement holds for {2*, the theorem readily follows from Theorem 1, by mapping D conformally onto the unit disc so that z~ corresponds to 0.
The boundary metric
We consider a fixed interior point z 0 of the simply connected domain D, and two distinct variable points P1 and P~ in b-{z0}. Set S= (P1, P2, z0}, and define a generalized quadrilateral Q to be the family of all C E C such that no B U E B [C] This is a form of Lavrentieff's inequality [5] (extension to quasiconformM mappings is discussed by Lelong-Ferrand [7] ). We get essentially the same inequMity with "d" replaced by "l" (and with the 89 but not so directly. We define a class ~ of totally disconnected compact sets in the finite plane as follows:
E G ~ if and only if for each z E E there exists a 6 > 0 such that every neighborhood of z contains a curvilinear annulus A separating z and oo such that Afl E =0 and ~(A) ~>6.
To say that E G ~ is to say that E is not too dense near any of its points. Then under one-to-one conformal (or quasiconformal) mapping of a component of the complement of J onto the unit disc, E corresponds to a set of measure zero on the unit circle.
THEOREM. LCt E E ~ and let D be a plane domain containing E. Then every K-~icon-]ormal homeomorphism / of D-E onto a plane domain is
This follows immediately from a result in [9, p. 57 ].
Remark 8.3 . Let E be a set in ~ containing at least three points: We consider the unit disc A as the universal covering surface of the complement of E by choosing a particular projection mapping f. This defines the group G of cover transformations on A, and we consider any convex fundamental polygon P of G. Then E' E ~, where E' =P [7 ~A.
We indicate briefly why this is true. Let zoEE' , and let w 0 be the radial limit Of / at z 0. These components divide A into (ordinary) quadrilaterals each of which lifts by the monodromy theorem onto a (schlicht) quadrilateral in A, and one of these quadrilaterals in A, which we denote by Q, separates z0, relative to P, from a given point of P. We can use the relation lim inf ~(A) > 0 to conclude that lim inf 9(Q) > 0, and this readily yields the desired result. It is possible to construct an example such that E'E ~ and E,r ~.
